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ROCK THAT BODY
Why non-verbal communication matters in workplace interactions
By

Brooke Smith

A

ny job applicant knows

that in an interview, it’s

important to sit up straight,

lean in and make eye contact. But

body language isn’t crucial only for

potential employees — it also counts
for current staff members.
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Body language is very important in the workplace,
according to Kristin Coulombe, director of human
resources at Jones DesLauriers Insurance Management Inc. in Mississauga, Ont. “You work with your
peers eight hours a day, so be positive, be attentive
and use your body language to show that,” says Coulombe. “If a colleague is talking to you and you’ve
got your back turned, turn around, lean in, express
interest, make eye contact.”
Body language is also important for leaders.
“You need to lead by example in order to engage and
motivate your staff and provide a positive environment,” says Coulombe. “You have to be mindful as
a leader, when you’re walking the floor, when you’re
talking to people, to exude the type of attitude and
behaviour that you’d also expect from them.”

with their staff, giving feedback, positive or negative,
and the impact body language can have on those
discussions,” says Coulombe.
For sales roles, body language can be very
important, particularly when it comes to too much
movement. “[Employees] fidget when they’re nervous,
when they’re pitching or closing a deal or when they’re
talking and they’re flailing their arms because they’re
trying to get their point across. They don’t realize how
distracting it could be to the client,” says Coulombe.
And while Coulombe has never had a discussion
with an employee about the person’s body language,
the issue has arisen in performance or disciplinary
conversations as part of bigger issues. “It would be a
conversation like, ‘Over the last few months, we’ve
noticed you’ve been a little bit more secluded at your
desk. Your head is down. When we’re talking, you’re
not coming across as engaged as you once were. Your
hands are crossed.’”
Coulombe also notices people’s pace in the workplace. “I personally find that’s very telling because
they don’t have all the time in the world,” she says
of those who walk with purpose. “They’re effective,
they’re efficient. Whether that’s body language or
not, that’s something that sticks out in my mind.”
Brooke Smith is a Toronto-based freelance writer
and editor.

The link to performance

BODY BIAS

Ernest Paskey, a partner and assessment leader at
Aon Hewitt, agrees, adding that a person’s body
language is meaningful because of the link between
behaviour and performance.
“All the non-verbal behaviours an individual is
engaged in are related to some kind of performance
dimension,” he says. “Performance can tailor a person
to the right kind of job.” Gregariousness and emotional
expression, for example, could signal someone who’s
a good fit for a sales role or building teams, he says.
The opposite also applies. “Somebody who doesn’t
have good posture, doesn’t make eye contact [and]
is very reserved may not be good for sales; however,
they may be good for other jobs that require focus,
attention to detail and the ability to work by themselves,” says Paskey.
In its case, Jones DesLauriers incorporates
elements of body language into its management
and sales training courses. “Think about managers
having performance or compensation discussions

Concerns with the use of body language can arise in situations like
an interview. Consider those on a hiring committee who may be from
different backgrounds and have diverging views on body language.
“What I think, as somebody who grew up in a primarily white
neighbourhood [in a] middle-class western society, may be very different from somebody who grew up in Asia or in South America and
may be a minority in our western culture,” says Paskey. “We get
inconsistency in judgment. If I’m making an evaluation of a person’s
non-verbal behaviour, but my colleague makes another evaluation
of that same behaviour, are we consistent?”
For Paskey, that’s where a digital interview may be key. A digital
interview allows a company to conduct an interview remotely and,
to some extent, with less bias by using the data it provides. “There
are hundreds and even thousands of data points being collected:
distance to the monitor, number of ums, pace of speech, eye movement, blood flow,” says Paskey.
“There are patterns and correlations that emerge between those
non-verbal behaviours and job performance. And those can be used
and are being used to make hiring decisions.”
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